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Quarterly Financial Analysis Dec 2016
Financial Highlights
 For the year ended December 31, 2016, direct written premiums decreased by 23% or $294M as compared
to the prior year.
 Depopulation activity, as measured by ceded premiums written, decreased 65% or $117M for the year
ended December 31, 2016 as compared to the prior year.
 Net premiums earned decreased by 18% or $135M for the year ended December 31, 2016 as compared to
the prior year.
 Net losses incurred decreased 14% or $57 million while loss adjustment expenses (LAE) incurred increased
93% or $81M for the year ended December 31, 2016 as compared to the prior year. During 2016, the net
loss and LAE ratios increased by two percentage points and 16 percentage points, respectively, on a
combined basis.
 Administrative and underwriting expenses (excluding losses and LAE incurred) decreased approximately
13% or $37M during the year ended December 31, 2016 as compared to the prior year, while the overall
expense ratio of 25% is approximately three percentage points greater as a result of a declining written
premium base.
 Policyholder’s surplus increased $12M for the year ended December 31, 2016.
 Policies in-force of 455,843 at December 31, 2016 reflects a decrease of 10% or 48,022 policies as
compared to December 31, 2015; policies serviced decreased by 20% or 125,451 policies over the same
period.
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Combined Direct Written Premium (TTM)
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These exhibits display a trend of direct written premium on a monthly basis over the trailing twelve
month period (TTM).
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Direct written premium decreases of 23% or $294M through December 31, 2016 as compared to
2015 are primarily the result of the absence of renewal business on policies depopulated in prior
reporting periods.
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By account, dollar and percentage decreases were as follows for 2016 as compared to 2015; PLA $83M and 15%, CLA - $26M and 41%, Coastal - $185M and 28%.
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Based on the results of the analysis above, it appears the previously reported trend of a slowing
decline in DWP continued through December 31, 2016 with year-over-year declines in direct written
premium approximating the same percentage values as reported for September 2016 – 16%, 42% and
29% in the PLA, CLA, and Coastal Account, respectively. Depopulation within the PLA has continued to
slow in part due to ongoing concern and uncertainty related to litigated water loss claims. This
occurrence appears to have increased the appetite for wind-only depopulation activity within the
Coastal Account as evidenced above. Private market interest in commercial policies continues to be
strong as evidenced by declines in the CLA and certain commercial policies within the Coastal
Account.
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Combined Direct Earned Premium (TTM)
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These exhibits display a trend of direct earned premium (DEP) and direct written premium (DWP)
on a monthly basis over the trailing twelve month period.
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On a combined basis, direct earned premium decreased approximately $555M or 33% as of yearend 2016 compared to year end 2015. By account, the decreases were 31% in the PLA, 56% in the
CLA, and 33% in the Coastal Account. The comparatively moderate decreases in the PLA and Coastal
Account are evident in the associated exhibits by reviewing the steepness of the direct earned
premium plot and further supports the relative continual appetite by the private market for
commercial policies.
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As evidenced in each Account’s exhibit, there appears to be a convergence of the plots for DWP and
DEP. This trend is anticipated to continue as a result of decreased depopulation activity, approved
2017 rate increases, and absence of renewal activity on Q1 2016 and Q2 2016 depopulated policies
currently included in DEP. Citizens’ staff continue monitoring market trends regarding litigated
water losses on multi-peril policies which are expected to result in moderate growth of policies in
force and direct written premium through decreased depopulation and potential increases in new
business writings in concentrated areas of the state.
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Combined YTD Ceded Written Premium and Ceded Premium Payable (TTM)
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These exhibits display ceded written premium and ceded premiums payable for coverage placed with
traditional reinsurers, the FHCF and through the capital markets. Ceded written premium from
depopulation activity and the associated liabilities are excluded.
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Ceded written premiums for coverage placed with the FHCF and private risk transfer efforts are
recorded at the underlying contract inception dates (June 1 st) to coincide with the beginning of the
Atlantic Hurricane Season. Installment payments on coverage with the FHCF are typically paid in full
prior to December 31st. Installment payments on private risk transfer continue in the subsequent
calendar year.
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Across all Accounts, Citizens placed $5.2B of excess of loss coverage through the FHCF, traditional and
capital markets effective June 1, 2016 at a total premium of $363M. Within the Coastal Account, $2.5B
of coverage was purchased in the traditional and capital markets at a blended net rate on line (ROL) of
7.3%. The Coastal Account program provides protection that exposes approximately 60% of surplus in a
single 1-100 year event. Decreases in FHCF premium of $49M or 21% and decreases of private
reinsurance premium of $102M or 36% are the result of decreases in covered exposure driven largely by
depopulation and policy count attrition as well as the diligent efforts of staff responsible for the risk
transfer program.
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Combined TOC Receivable and TOC Ceded Written Premium (TTM)
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Citizens offsets balances due to TOCs on subsequent assumptions by the amount of the
current TOC receivable and also prepares invoices on a calendar quarter basis for any balances
outstanding. TOC Receivables of $7M as of December 31, 2016 are approximately $26M less
than the same period a year ago.
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Depopulation activity, as measured by ceded written premiums, decreased by $117M or 65%
through December 31, 2016 as compared to 2015. By account, dollar and percentage
decreases were as follows through December 31, 2016 as compared to 2015; PLA - $72M and
79%, CLA - $7M and 82%, Coastal - $38M and 47%. The decrease in depopulation activity is
presumed to be driven by a depletion of attractive policies in addition to trends in adverse loss
experience on litigated water losses that may be diminishing private market interest in
Citizens’ policies.
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These exhibits display the relationship between monthly premiums ceded under the
depopulation program and balances due back to Citizens from takeout carriers (TOCs). The
TOC Receivables occur as a result of policyholder opt-outs, cancellations and endorsement
activity.
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Combined Policies-in-Force and Policies Serviced (TTM)
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Policies-In-Force (PIF) represents policies written by Citizens for which Citizens remains the
primary insurer. Policies serviced includes PIF as well as all policies currently depopulated and
being serviced by Citizens that have not yet renewed with the TOC.
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Across all accounts PIF decreased by 48,022 or 10% through December 31, 2016 year-overyear. By account PIF decreases were as follows year-over-year as of December 31, 2016,
respectively; PLA – 6,784, CLA – 1,230, and Coastal – 40,008.
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On a combined basis, policies serviced decreased by 125,451 or 20% through Q4 2016 as
compared to the year-ago-period. By account, as of December 31, 2016 policies serviced
decreased year-over-year as follows; PLA – 49,225, CLA – 1,472 and Coastal – 74,754. The
decrease in depopulation activity is visible within each Account’s exhibit when observing the
contraction in the spread between the PIF and serviced metrics. Declines in depopulation
activity surfaced and became more pronounced towards the end of 2015 which supports the
tightening of policies inforce to policies serviced that begins to appear approximately midway
through 2016.
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Combined Premium Collections and Monthly DWP (TTM)
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Premium collected is calculated by subtracting the change in the premium receivable
balance from monthly direct written premium.
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Due to declining levels of written premium, the amount of premium collected generally
exceeds the amount of premium written, with the exception of certain months within the
peak renewal period. This observed trend of premiums collected exceeding monthly written
premium is consistent with a continued decrease in premium volume. As of December 31,
2016 approximately 75% of policies-in-force elect the full-pay payment plan option, and
therefore fully fund their policy premium by the effective date of coverage, with the
remaining 25% on an installment payment plan (semi-annual or quarterly). The first
installment under the quarterly and semi-annual payment plans are 40% and 60%,
respectively.
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Combined Selected Ratios (TTM)
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On a combined basis, the attritional loss and LAE ratio deteriorated 13% from February and
March 2016 and further deteriorated 10% from March to December 2016. Compared to 2015, the
combined loss and LAE ratio increased from 39% to 48% through the end of 2016. By Account,
attritional loss and LAE ratios were 78%, 10%, and 24% for the PLA, CLA and Coastal Account,
respectively. Over the last 12 months, increases in the attritional loss and LAE ratio by Account
were as follows; PLA – 4%, CLA – 29%, and Coastal Account – 7%. Increases in the loss and LAE
ratio within the PLA and Coastal Account continue to be driven by increases in non-weather water
losses and the associated increase in litigation stemming from those claims.
The expense ratio of 25% through the end of 2016 marked an increase of 3% as compared to
2015. The 3% increase as compared to 2015 is primarily the result of a decrease of $294M in
direct written premium outpacing the related decrease in underwriting and administrative
expenses of $37M. However, year-over-year administrative expenses (excluding underwriting
expenses) decreased by $5M relative to 2015.
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Attritional loss and loss adjustment expense (LAE) ratios are calculated by dividing noncatastrophe direct losses and LAE by direct earned premium net of ceded earned premium
resulting from depopulation. The expense ratio is calculated by dividing all underwriting expenses
(excluding losses and LAE incurred) by direct written premium.
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Combined Administrative Expenses (TTM)
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Total administrative expenses (including other underwriting, other processing and servicing
carrier fees) decreased by approximately $7M in 2016 as compared to 2015.
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Monthly administrative expenses include all expenses incurred with the exception of claims
(loss and LAE), commissions and premium taxes (which vary directly with direct premium
written). Until April 2016, at the end of each calendar quarter an allocation of certain
administrative expenses incurred in support of the claim function were reclassified to loss
adjustment expenses through ULAE (unallocated loss adjustment expenses). Therefore, the
monthly administrative expenses within these months appear disproportionately lower than
the months during which no such adjustment is made (Jan and Mar). Beginning in April 2016,
ULAE allocations are calculated on a monthly basis. The effect is observable in the combined
exhibit and by account exhibits. ULAE allocated from administrative expenses through yearend 2016 of $59M represents a decrease of $7M as compared to the prior year. The decrease
is largely the result of a reduction in contingent claim personnel expenses in addition to
modest decreases in IT chargeback allocations.
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Historical Sinkhole Loss Summary
Sinkhole Loss Ratio and Quarterly Incurred Losses
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The chart above depicts the approximate 4-year trend in sinkhole losses along with the observable impact of the
passage of Senate Bill 408 during the 2011 legislative session. Among other provisions included within Senate Bill
408, language was revised to narrow the definition of sinkhole losses by specifically defining “structural damage” and
requiring that sinkhole claims be filed within 2 years of the covered loss. During 2016, sinkhole losses and LAE
incurred were below the total value of sinkhole premiums earned – in all prior reporting periods, the sum of sinkhole
losses and LAE incurred exceeded sinkhole premiums earned. In 2016, sinkhole losses incurred were $4M,
representing a significant decrease relative to 2015 during which $60M of incurred sinkhole losses were observed.
During 2015, adverse development on previously reported pre-SB 408 sinkhole claims made a substantial
contribution to the 2015 sinkhole losses incurred, though in 2016, negligible development on prior accident years
coupled with a low number of reported sinkhole losses in 2016 led to a substantial year over year decrease in
sinkhole loss activity.
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Combined Debt and Interest Payable (TTM)
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These exhibits display the current balance of outstanding debt obligations along with interest
payable thereon. As observed above, all outstanding pre-event issuances pay interest semiannually in June and December, supporting the declines in those months. Scheduled principal
payments on outstanding pre-event notes across all accounts occur in June.

Combined book value of total debt and interest payable at December 31, 2016 totals $3.4B
and $13M, respectively. PLA/CLA debt and interest payable at book value total $939M and
$4M as of December 31, 2016. The Coastal Account debt and interest payable at book value
total $2.4B and $9M, respectively.
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Principal payments were made effective June 1, 2016 on the PLA/CLA 2012A and Coastal
2009A, 2010A, and 2011A pre-event issuances. By Account, the principal reductions
measured at par were as follows; PLA/CLA - $125M (12% of outstanding) and Coastal
Account - $798M (25% of outstanding).
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Combined Debt Outstanding and Interest Expense (TTM)
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These exhibits display the direct relationship between debt outstanding and interest expense.
With the exception of the 2015A-2 Coastal notes, all debt outstanding bears interest at a fixed rate
and therefore the relationship of the expense to outstanding debt remains relatively consistent.
Changes by Account result from PLA/CLA principal payments in June 2016 along with principle
payments on outstanding pre-event Coastal bonds in June 2016.
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The CLA receives an allocation of outstanding debt and associated expenses on the 2012 PLA/CLA
issuance. The allocation percentage was updated for 2016 and resulted in a decrease from 15.09%
to 13.64% for 2016.
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Combined Income Return to Accrued Investment Income (TTM)
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These exhibits provide a ratio of monthly income return, or pure interest income on invested
assets, to accrued investment income. The ratio of approximately 30% implies that, for any
given month, approximately three and a half months of pure interest income is accrued but
not yet paid. As most debt instruments pay coupon interest semi-annually, the consistent
rate noted above demonstrates that those coupon dates on the underlying assets are
sequenced to provide interest collections at consistent intervals. The 30% ratio also supports
that invested assets that pay interest monthly are balanced with those that pay less
frequently.
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Combined Return on Average Invested Assets (TTM)
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These exhibits provide the average return on invested assets by taking a rolling 12 months of
investment income and dividing the total by the average total invested asset balance over
the same period. Investment income is the net balance of interest income, investment
expenses, amortization/accretion and realized gains and losses on disposals of invested
assets.
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Two primary drivers contributed to the pronounced upward trend during 2016. First, during
2016, total invested assets decreased approximately $1B largely due to repayments of
principal on pre-event bonds, mostly within the Coastal Account. Second, investment policy
changes that were approved by the Board in the last quarter of 2015 went into effect during
the first quarter of 2016. These changes, among other items, increased the permitted
duration in certain portfolios and decreased the minimum credit rating of investable assets,
both of which necessarily produced an increase in overall portfolio returns. In addition, the
disposition of certain legacy assets resulted in the recognition of approximately $10 million in
realized gains.
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Combined Quarterly Cashflow Analysis

From operating activities
From investing activities
From financing activities
Net increase (decrease)

12/31/2015
3/31/2016
(293,458,450)
(4,046,407)
306,151,253
190,270,659
1,243,561
(2,353,802)
$ 13,936,364 $ 183,870,450 $

6/30/2016
9/30/2016
12/31/2016
14,285,800
33,326,578
(154,074,918)
130,949,417
167,472,129
173,241,645
(887,381,103)
(1,919,593)
(34,483,353)
(742,145,886) $ 198,879,114 $ (15,316,626)

Cash, cash equivalents and short-term investments decreased by approximately $375M during the year ended December 31,
2016. Cash used in operating activities of $110M represents a decrease in cash used of approximately $299M as compared to
2015. The improvement in operating activities as compared to the year-ago-period is primarily due to the settlement of prior
accident year losses reserves during 2015 that did not occur to the same extent in 2016, representing a year over year decrease in
indemnity and LAE payments of $268M. Additionally, reductions in underwriting expenses paid, driven by decreases in written
premium levels, of $41M and increases in investment income collected of $38M also contributed to the decrease in cash used in
operations. Cash provided by investing activities of $662M during 2016 reflects the ongoing disposition of long-term instruments
to fund operating activities and debt-service requirements. Cash used in financing activities during 2016 of $926M is primarily the
result of repayments of principal on Citizens’ pre-event bonds.
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Budgetary Analysis - Overview
 For the year ended December 31, 2016 direct written premiums exceeded budget by $65M or 7% on a
combined basis. By account, the PLA, CLA and Coastal Account were over (under) budget by $99M, ($12M)
and ($22M), respectively. Direct earned premiums of $1.1B are slightly over budget by approximately
$12M.
 Premiums ceded through depopulation of $63M through December 31, 2016 were under the amount
budgeted by approximately $69M or 52%. By account, the PLA, CLA and Coastal Account each were under
budget by $27M, $7M, and $35M, respectively.
 Net premiums earned of $626M were $109M greater than budget through December 31 2016. By account,
net premiums earned were over budget by $66M, $7M, and $36M in the PLA, CLA and Coastal Account,
respectively.
 Losses and LAE incurred exceeded budget by $238M or 87% through December 31, 2016. By account,
losses and LAE incurred were over (under) budget by $159M, ($1M), and $80M in the PLA, CLA and Coastal
Account, respectively.
 Administrative expenses were approximately $7M or 4% under budget through the year ended December
31, 2016. As of year end 2016, the expense ratio was under budget by 2%. Taxes and commission expenses
exceeded budget by $8M or 9% due to the favorable variance in DWP.
 Policies-in-force at December 31, 2016 of 455,843 were 38,824 higher than budgeted for the same period.
By Account variances in PIF were as follows: PLA – 31,182, CLA – (532), and Coastal Account – 8,173.
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